


PRECIOUS AND RARE



“A gem is carved out of beauty. 
Its enchanting scent of love

charms and captivates.”



.

Cunzite is part of a leading luxury perfume group in the United Arab Emirates and around the world.

Inspired by the true nature and energy of gemstones, the brand was created by seasoned Italian 
experts, leading perfume trends around the world since 1983.

“Cunzite” the precious and rare stone of passion, sparked the beginning of our journey.

C O M PA N Y  O V E R V I E W



O U R  V I S I O N

To create a unique fragrance signature joining the magic of East and West and the moments of past and present.  

O U R  M I S S I O N

Challenging assumptions, encouraging ideas and drawing inspiration. 



O U R  V A L U E S

Integrity
Being whole and undivided, consistency in 

interactions at all levels to build incredible trust 

and loyalty with our people. 

Acceptance, appreciation, and acknowledgement

of everyone from anywhere.

Pioneering perfume trends and offering a precious

and rare product line.

Diversity 

Innovation



OUR PRODUCTS



Cunzite Perfume Collection

Dive into the world of precious gems and
saturate your senses with our bespoke

Perfume Collection.



Universo Collezione

Unlock the beauty of the night sky 
with Universo Collezione. Experience 
a world of shimmering stars brighter 
than diamonds, and galaxies that 
seem to stretch on forever. Let our 
unique perfumes be your guide to a 
place of wonder and exploration, 
where anything is possible.



Galassia Collezione

A perfume collection inspired by the 
enigmatic cosmos of faraway
galaxies. An exclusive collection
inspired by outer space's beauty and 
grandeur, allowing you to enter
another world. With their
spellbinding mixtures, the enticing 
smells will remind you of the
grandeur of the universe, making you 
feel as if you are floating in the
expanse of space surrounded by stars 
and galaxies.



Musk Collection



Indulge in moments of luxury and 
beauty with our distinctive All Over 
Mist collection. Experience the
exquisite aroma by applying it to 
both your hair and body, creating a 
wonderful sensory journey.
Additionally, infuse a sense of
tranquility and allure into the
ambiance of your home with this
versatile mist, adding a touch of calm 
sophistication to every space

All Over Mist Collection



Natural Oud Oil Collection



Natural Essential Oils Collection

A collection of fragrance oils inspired by precious Gems, these oils create an enticing aroma that 
will captivate and delight you. The collection of radiant and charismatic fragrances evokes a 

sense of tranquility and calmness.



Fragrant Oud Collection



Dukhoon Mamool Collection

Add a touch of beauty and  magnificence to your home with our Exclusive 
Aroma Collection containing Oud and incense.



.

A gift box with bakhoor and fragrance from Cunzite Perfume Collection of your choice.

Oud Collection



Cunzite Boxes Collection



Cunzite Burner Collection



OUR BRANCHES



our Branches

The Dubai Mall

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

BAHRAIN

Gold Souq

The Dubai Mall
Souq Al Bahar

Dubai Hills Mall
Ground Floor

City Walk
Opposite to The Giving Movement

Madinat Jumeirah

The Avenues
Manama

Address Beach Resort

Coming Soon



The Dubai MALL

Souq Al Bahar



Dubai Hills Mall

Ground Floor



Bahrain
The Avenues 
Manama



www.cunzite.com


